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A CEA initiative
to boost industrial
INNOVATION

Located in the Very large Supercomputing center (TGCC),
CCRT provides HPC resources for large scientific and
industrial simulations. CCRT partners can also benefit from
HPC expertise and technology watch performed by CEA teams.

Airain, CCRT
supercomputer
(420Tflops)

Simulation for the Snecma “Silvercrest”
engine for executiv - Snecma.
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Very high resolution simulation of air
quality in Europe - Ineris.

Simulation of combustion in an
helicopter turbin engine - Turbomeca.

New physical approaches for biochemical
systems simulation - CEA

CCRT PARTNERS:

www-ccrt.cea.fr Contact : christine.menache@cea.fr

Airbus D & S, Areva, EDF, Herakles, Ineris, L'Oreal, Snecma, Techspace Aero, Thales Thales AleniaSpace,
Turbomeca, Valeo, are partners of the CCRT (as of March 2015), as well as four CEA directorates
(materials science, nuclear power,military applications and life sciences) and France Genomics Consortium,
supported by the PIA.



A
ccording to analysts, 2015will be the year of big
data experiments. This is confirmed by our ‘Big
Data’sBigBang’ inquiry. Companieshave realized

that this new approach to data analysis is not limited
tomarketing.Without necessarily waiting for solutions
to all organizational and data ownership problems, they
are launchingmore andmore projects, just like Airbus.
Although there is enormous potential –for preventative
maintenance, fault detection, anticipating complex sys-
tems’ behavior, etc.– drawing out what this avalanche
of data has to tell us is not without risks. Finding cor-
relations in data batches to establish virtuous behavior
rules for systems is certainly nothing new. This has long
been possible using business intelligence. But big data’s
‘3 Vs’ (high volume, high variety, and up to real-time
velocity) only complicate the task of IT departments and
statisticians. To successfully carry out big data projects,
companies need to decompartmentalize, break down
silos, and openup to the out-
sideworld. There is no future
for IT departments hidden
away in ivory towers! Big data
exists to find newhypotheses
rather than validate existing
ones. It is forcing us to accept
that what we discover may be counter-intuitive or even
completely challenge current practices. Lastly, big data
could turn hierarchies upside down. “Big data is chal-
lenging the expertise of many self-proclaimed experts
since its perspectives and forecasts are proving farmore
accurate,”warnsProfessorViktorMayer-Schönberger of
the Oxford Internet Institute. Big data will certainly not
replace or even threaten numerical simulation. But by
placing data at the heart of new business models, big
data will inevitably change service products as well as
everyone’s work. It is thus opening up new fields in
simulation services. ❚❚

“By putting data at the heart

of new businessmodels, big data

will change service products.”

WAITING FOR
SIMULATIONSERVICES

AURÉLIE
BARBAUX
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“One of ourmain development priorities today

is what we call a «virtual iron bird». In other

words, wewant to simulate every interaction

between an aircraft’s various systems.”

For Yann Barbaux, chief innovation officer at Airbus,
simulating every interaction in aircraft and exploiting
big data are essential to create new services.
INTERVIEWEDBYOLIVIER JAMES

Interview

“DATAOWNERSHIP
HASBECOME
ANISSUE”

What do you expect from numerical simulation?
Aircraft are physically and technically complicated ma-
chines. They are also developing in a changing environment.
We knowhow to simulate some interactions between various
aircraft systems - the cockpit, engines, or landing gear - but
not yet every scenario our designers ask us for.

Are your computing tools developing?
Until now, we used to build a “zero” plane, called an
«iron bird, in a hangar after designing the equipment but
before assembling the first aircraft. This was done for the
A350 XWB. An iron bird includes all an aircraft’s systems
but not its structural components. It enabled us to check
everything was in good working order before assembling
the first aircraft. One of our main development priorities
today is what we call a “virtual iron bird”. In other words,
we want to simulate every interaction between an aircraft’s
various systems.

Surely this is the role of digital mock-ups?
No, a digital mock-up is only an aircraft’s geometric
definition. You don’t know how French people behave just
because you have amap of France. Likewise, you don’t know
how an aircraft’s various systems interact just because you
have its geometric definition. There are various types of
simulation. I’ve just described simulation used in the aircraft
development phase.

What other type of simulation do you need?
Simulation further upstream helps with aircraft design,
immediately after drawing up the initial specifications.
Simulation must also gradually go into the details, as far
as simulating even the tiniest part and taking account of
aerodynamics, fluid flow, and many physical parameters.
We’re aiming to develop a functional digital mock-up to run
interaction loops checking that aircraft comply with their ini-

tial specifications. Due to the great diversity and complexity
of physical phenomena, this mock-up does not yet exist.

Are you aiming to simulate an entire aircraft?
I’m not sure it would really be worth it. Although wemust
develop numerical simulation of entire aircraft, this needs to
be by sections. There too big a difference in scale between
an overall model simulating an aircraft’s aerodynamics
and another describing how a wing panel behaves. We
need a multi-scale mock-up that can switch from local to
overall scale, just as physicists are trying to find a model to
switch from microscopic to macroscopic scale. It we really
get down to it, this dreammay become a reality within the
next five years.

Howmuch time do you hope to save?
For a completely new aircraft, we could reduce the develop-
ment time by ten months. A complete cycle, from deciding
to manufacture to coming into service, takes sixty months
on average. But we’re not just expecting to save time. The
quality of parts is also involved. Common sense tells us
that physical tests aremore reliable than simulation. Except
that each of these tests corresponds to an operating point.
Simulationmeanswe can introduce a spread of data. In other
words, we can simulatemany tests in various scenarios. This
gives us a statistical-based approach to assess performance.

Can simulation be used to certify parts?
Certifying parts on the basis of numerical simulation alone
is our dream.We’re already preparing computer-based certifi-
cation. For theA318,we used numerical simulation to certify
antenna positioning. This is a complex example. Antennas
are disrupted by the aircraft structure and by one another.
We proved to the certification authorities that a numerical
simulation-based approach was possible by highlighting the
similarities and differences with already certified aircraft.

Could this principle be extended to other parts?
Numerical simulation could help reduce less useful tests and
help carry out necessary tests, and these only, “better”. We
want to do more physical tests in the preliminary phase, to
increase the amount of data available. But wewant to reduce
tests in themore advanced development phase,which is long,
expensive and doesn’t always tell usmore than other phases!

Is 100%numerical certification somethingwe can envisage?
A cultural shift is emerging. But for numerical certification
to be acceptable, we first need to establish rules on the

SIMUlATION
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basis of already acquired data, robust numerical models,
and individual responsibilities. One of our current projects
is uncertainty management.

What do youmean by uncertaintymanagement?
Uncertainty in numerical simulation comes from test
data and from software. Numerical simulation clearly isn’t
deterministic. We need to check how this uncertainty is
propagated in various models. We may be able to do this
analytically via mathematics. Or adopt a direct approach,
running an example several times using a statistical approach
similar to a series of physical tests.

Big datamanagement is therefore an issue that lies ahead of you.
Yes, we’ve centralized our supercomputer resources in
Toulouse and Hamburg in Germany. Big data technology
has already enabled us to reduce how long we spend analy-
zing flight data for certification. Data mining is also helping
us devise services with airlines. Putting this data togetherPA
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with aircraft data means we can optimize its exploitation
and reduce fuel consumption, for example. By synthesizing
data on the in-flight state of an aircraft fleet, we can opti-
mize air traffic and develop aircraft predictive maintenance.
We’re reflecting on how to reorganize ourselves to take
this issue further.

How do you organize data sharing?
Since data is givenmany values, no one wants to exchange
it. Data ownership has become an issue. The appearance of
chief data officers proves that it is an increasingly sensitive
topic. For predictive maintenance, airlines own some of the
data while Airbus or its sub-contractors own the rest. But
to exploit this data, we need all of it. The economic models
are unclear. And once the data has been collected, we need
to know how to exploit it! We’re tackling this fundamen-
tal technical issue very seriously since, in the future, big
data may enable us to identify values where we were least
expecting to find them. ❚❚

SIMUlATION
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Aeronautics
a sKy simulator
for CoCKPits

The Chinese aircraft manufacturer Avic tur-
ned to Optis to develop cockpits operational
in any light conditions. In a world first, Optis
developed the sky simulator center, which
can reproduce any flight condition for virtual
validation of cockpits. The spherical-shaped
solution covers all ambient light conditions,
especially the worst, encountered during
flights (effects of the sun and moon, clouds,
dawn light, etc.). The tool combines real,
calibrated sky luminance values for mea-
surement tests with virtual reality applica-
tions run by SPEOS software photometric

algorithms. The software recreates in-flight
environments and is used to validate nume-
rical models of cockpits at the start of the
development process and real cockpits at
the end of it. ❚❚ J.-F. P.

It took eighteenmonths to design the sky simulator.

Astrophysics
sPaCe fliGHt
in a CHamBer

TheMarseilleAstrophysics Laboratory
(LAM, CNRS [FrenchNational Center
for Scientific Research]–University of
Aix-Marseille) has built a 90 m3-va-
cuum chamber (45 m3 usable) called
ERIOS. Itwill be used to test theNISP
(Near-Infrared Spectrometer andPho-
tometer) instrument that will be sent
into space in 2020 to scan the uni-
verse. It reproduces space-flight condi-
tions,with ahigh vacuum (10-6mbar)
and a temperature of –196 °C. The
chamber is cooled to this temperature
by an inner shell containing 500 liters
of liquid nitrogen. To ensure stability,

and hence accurate measurements,
the instrument’s supporting table is
connected to a 100-tonne concrete
block under the floor and rests on
pillars via spring boxes. The NSIP
project ismanagedby theLAM.This is
one of two instruments for the Euclid
mission launched by the European
Space Agency. ❚❚ ThIerry Lucas

erios, a space-flight simulation chamber.

Open Source
KWant DesCriBes Quantum systems

TheCEA-INAC (FrenchAtomic Energy andAlternative Energies Commission-
Institute forNanoscience andCryogenics), in collaborationwith theuniversities
of Leiden andDelft has designedKwant. This online, open-source simulation
platform for physicists enables them to study systems in quantum physics.
The software works in a theoretical framework known as ‘tight binding’ and
simulates samples or simplifiedmodels of systems. “It integrates core concepts.
Physicists can use it to describe their quantum system by writing out their
equations on the computer just like on a blackboard,” explains Christoph
Groth of the CEA. Kwant is the basis of the software codes t-Kwant, which
calculates radio frequency time-resolved quantum transport, and ee-Kwant,
which resolves N-body correlations. ❚❚ J.-F. P.

immanent launch of the
supercomputers’ plan
New Industrial France’s supercomputers’ plan
is under way. Several major announcements
are expected in 2015. These should give shape
to the goals in this TERATEC-run program,
both for supercomputer technology and
numerical simulation use. But the industry
sectors targeted by the plan are not all
showing the same dynamism. For
materials–whose entire life cycle is involved–
a shared laboratory is being set up bymajor
Frenchmanufacturers in this sector (metals,
polymers, etc.). This will enable them to share
problems andways to resolve them. An
announcement is expected by summer 2015.
More of a surprise is the crop sector
(agriculture and food processing), which has

also picked up on
numerical
simulation.
A crop
technology park,
which will bring
together

companies (John Deere, Limagrain, etc.),
laboratories (INRA [French National Institute
of Agronomic Research], BRGM [French
Geological Survey], etc.), andmodeling
experts (CybeleTech, TERATEC), is to be built
near Orléans (Loiret). Both these sectors, like
others targeted by the plan (healthcare, urban
systems,manufacturing industry, energy,
andmultimedia) are the focus of a project
call launched under the ‘Investment for the
Future’ plan. “Healthcare is potentially a heavy
consumer of high-performance computing,
but we’re finding it hard to find the energy
needed tomake progress,” admits Hervé
Mouren, Teratec’s director. Things are looking
better for technology. A 150-petaflop
supercomputer based on Bull architecture and
muchmore energy efficient than current
supercomputers is announced for 2016.
This is the first stage towards exaflop power
(1,000 petaflops), which should be achieved
by 2020. “We’re ahead of the roadmap
schedule,” confirms Gérard Roucairol, who is
managing the project. In addition, big data
supercomputers will be developed in a
laboratory bringing togethermajor foreign
manufacturers present in France.
Here too an announcement is expected by
summer. ❚❚ ThIerry Lucas
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a 150-petaflop
supercomputer, based
onBull architecture,
is announced for
2016.
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Collège de France
marie-Paule Cani
CHamPions 3D
Marie-Paule Cani, a computer graphics researcher, has
taken up the 2015 annual chair of informatics and
computational sciences at the Collège de France. She
wants to share her vision of what 3D creation and nume-
rical simulation can provide. Her sights are even set on
designing a new intuitive 3D digital medium to create
and gradually refine 3D static or animated objects. This
could become a tool as easy to use as a pencil. “By using
tablets to design, manipulate and animate 3D content,
this tool could really revolutionize working methods in
many fields,” she says. ❚❚ J.-F. P.

Marie-Paule Cani is a
professor at the university
of Grenoble inP – ensimag.

70million 3D pixels for full-scale simulation

Computers
an eXafloP
suPerComPuter
By 2020
Japan launched its exaflop supercomputer
project in 2014. It aims to have by the
year 2020, a huge supercomputer with 1
exaflop power, i.e. 1018 or 1 billion billion
floating-point operations per second. The
construction has been entrusted to Fujitsu,
developer of the K computer, currently Ja-
pan’s most powerful supercomputer, with
10.5 petaflops (1 petaflop is equivalent to
1015 or 1 thousand trillion floating point
operations per second). The investment
amounts to 130 billion yen, i.e. 1.01 billion

Euros. The future supercomputer, whose
design should be completed this year, will
be installed in the Riken advanced institute
for computational science in Kobe, which
houses the K computer. ❚❚ R. l.

A huge supercomputer is being built in Kobe.

Renault has equipped itself with iRis
(immersive Room and interactive system), a
very high-definition immersive 3D visualization
system. This 3 x3 x3 meter simulator made
by Mechdyne has five active panels and a
definition of 70million 3D pixels. operating
at 60 Hz, iRis calculates 19 new images every
16 milliseconds. This represents one image
for each very high-definition sony projector
behind the screens. This real-time processing
is provided by 20 or so HP computers, which
develop the equivalent of about 20 teraflops.
it is used to do a real-time detailed analysis of
a vehicle viewed in a full scale, 3D embossed
scene. ❚❚ Jean-François Prevéraud

research
aCHairinsmartGriDs
rte and the École Centrale de
nantes have created a research
and teaching chair dedicated to
the analysis and control of smart
grids. research will focus on
the scale of smart-grid
representation since real-time
exploitation is impossible using
current simulationmodels.
the five-year goal is toprovide
solutions for running smart grids,
which are incorporatingmore
renewable, intermittent, and
decentralized energy sources.

Cnrs
meDalaWarDeDfor
CraCKsimulation
the 2014 Cnrs silvermedal
has been awarded to professor
nicolasmoës of the École
Centrale de nantes.moës is a
computational mechanics expert
and is known for co-inventing the
X-Femmethod, which is based
on extended finite elements.
it enables 2D- and 3D-modeling
of crack propagation without
changing themesh size during
propagation. it is useful in the
fields of compositematerials,
geology, and image processing.

algorithms
tHeinstitutefor
teCHnoloGiCal
researCHsystemXis
aDaPtinGtotHeClouD
the institute for technological
research systemX’s apa
(parallel algorithms and
remote-access technology)
project aims to characterize
high-performance, robust,
asynchronous algorithms. these
will be integrated into numerical
simulation environments and
tools (structural mechanics,
fluid dynamics, and
electromagnetism) exploiting the
parallelism of supercomputers
with hundreds of thousands
of cores or distributed across
the cloud.D

.r
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Predictive Analysis

BIGDATA’S
BIGBANG
Big data is much more than technology for exploiting
large volumes of data and predicting systems’ behavior.
It is a new culture shaking up our organizations
byAurélie bArbAux

Numerical simulation will not be abandoned for big
data. Althoughmanaging ever larger volumes of data
is forcing us to rethink how we understand reality,

there is a future formodeling systems from their components
and changing input parameters to run thesemodels. This is
especially true for speeding up R&D, even though big data
is shaking up everything. Big data first appeared at Google
to exploit the avalanche of query data. For some people, it
embodies new technology whereas for others it is a new
culture. But it is still mainly perceived in terms of techno-
logy. Although there is no formal definition of big data, the
American information technology research and advisory
firm Gartner has described it using 3 Vs: “high volume,
high velocity, and high variety.” These three parameters have
resulted in new storage and distributed computing tools.
But this technological change is only the tip of the big data
revolution iceberg. “We now know how to measure every
aspect of reality. But our relationship with data is changing

Graphic
illustration of
Twitter data,
using the
nodexl data
visualization
software.

SImulATIoN
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professor Viktormayer-
schönberger of oxford
university’s internet institute
is a world authority on big
data. published in 2013, his
book Big data, co-authored
with ‘the economist’
journalist Kenneth Cukier, is a
standard reference. all
reports and books now refer
to it or take up its examples of
how this not so new data
exploitationmethod is used.
as early as the 19th century,
the american cartographer
matthew Fontainemaury

systematized how navigation data for drawing nautical charts was
collected. He took into account sailors’ experiences related via
messages in bottles cast into the sea! the digitalization of the
world has systematized this approach, which is enabling us to
work on complete, albeit imperfect, data sets from various sources
rather than on samples. But as in steven spielberg’s film ‘minority
report’, mayer-schönberger and Cukier recommend having
algorithms checked by ‘algorithmists’ to guard against a priori
judgements. an avenueworth exploring. ❚❚

it does so very accurately. This means we no longer need to
put forward and check hypotheses. We simply need to let
data speak for itself and observe its interconnections, some
of which we would never have imagined.
The strength of this approach is borne out in preventing
mechanical and structural faults, forecasting biological
reactions to chemical compounds, detecting faults in cars
and instances of fraud, etc. “Predictive analysis enables us
to obtain models we would never have thought of,” says
Charles Parat, director of innovation at the digital services
company Micropole. This is apparently nothing really new
for some companies. “Big data is simply a development of
business intelligence. We’ve been doing it for ages. All of
HP’s simulation is already done using big data,” explains
Didier Kirszenberg, director of big datamassive architecture
at HP France. Except that the transition to ‘n = everything’
scale and real time is turning everything upside down. “We
discovered that models learn faster with huge amounts of
imperfect, incomplete data than with small amounts of
efficient data,” says Verdier. Furthermore, most big data
developments center on machine learning.
Big data will have to bring about an organizational revo-
lution to deliver its promised results. “An interdisciplinary
approach, withmathematicians, statisticians, robotics engi-
neers, business experts, etc., is required for big data” explains
Stéphan Clémençon, an associate professor at TélécomParis-
Tech who holds the chair of Machine Learning for Big Data.

Asking the right questions
Data management is proving difficult. “Especially since
data scientists no longer make do with internal data but
are looking for external data to predict systems’ behavior,”
observes Marc Batty, commercial manager at Dataiku.
Launching big data projects therefore forces companies not
only to break down internal silos andmix expertise but also
to ask new questions. “The biggest difficulty for companies
is daring to question how they do things,” observes Laurent
Letourmy, co-founder of the consultancy agency Ysance,
in an interview with EPITA (French graduate school of
computer science). “Daring to come up with questions is
not particularly easy or natural.” This is how a group such
as PSA, which was thinking about using big data from car
sensors for predictive maintenance, ended up asking ques-
tions about how cars are used.
Our relationship with risk has also changed completely.
Enormous databases now exist to discover new hypotheses
rather than validate existing ones. What we obtain from
these databasesmay be counter-intuitive or even completely
challenge existing practices. Companiesmust accept abando-
ning or suddenly refocusing a project, just like themost agile
digital technology champions. “Big data behaves rather like
venture capital. Perhaps only one out of five projects will be
worthwhile,” says Parat. Lastly, big data is shaking up hierar-
chies. “Decision-making in the workplace is becomingmore
democratic and big data is challenging the expertise ofmany
self-proclaimed experts since its perspectives and forecasts
are proving far more accurate,” notesMayer-Schönberger. It
is better to be aware of this. ❚❚

since generating it now costs practically nothing,” says
Henri Verdier, France’s chief data officer, in an interview
for the collectively authored book ‘Big, fast & open data’
published by Epita et Fyp Éditions. This ability to generate
the world’s data from all types of sensors for almost nothing
is overturning how scientists understand and simulate com-
plex systems in both the hard and social sciences. This is
first because scientists, who are used to relevant data being
scarce and to sampling, can nowwork on complete data sets.
Big data means reality can be perceived on a life-size scale.
It evenmeans we can be less demanding about the accuracy
of this data, which is often disorganized, of variable quality,
and from many different sources. In particular, working on
complete, albeit imperfect, data sets may help us step back
from causality, which is often a source of error andmistaken
interpretation, explains Viktor Mayer-Schönberger in the
bookBig data [see above].

big data deals with what rather than why
Big data works on the principle of discovering correlations
that reveal trends, without explaining their cause. A correla-
tionmerely quantifies a statistical relationship between two
values. There is a strong correlation if the second value is
very likely to change when the first value is modified. Cor-
relations merely indicate probability rather than certainty.
They do not explain why something happens; only that it
happens. Big data deals with ‘what’ rather than ‘why’. And d
.r
.
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D ata scientists use infrastructure tools, which collect,
store and prepare data from any source and in any
format (structured, semi-structured, or unstructured),

to draw out what big data can tell us. They then usemachine
learning’s analysis and visualization tools tomake this data
understandable and exploitable.

infrAsTrucTure Tools
NoSQL (Not Only Structured Query Language) databases
store andmanage large volumes of structured and unstruc-
tured data. Themain open-source databases areMongoDB,
Apache Cassandra, HBase, and Amazon DynamoDB.
Software vendors’ databases are called Vertica (HP), NoSQL
Database (Oracle), andDocument DB (Microsoft). Distributed
computing frameworks separate algorithm queries, distri-
bute them to parallel nodes (clusters), and reduce the results.
The most well known is the Apache Software Foundation’s
open-source solutionHadoop, whichwas initially developed
by Yahoo. It integrates tools such asMapReduce, GoogleFS,

TheDATAScIeNTISTS’ ToolBox

and BigTable developed by Google. A replacement -Spark- is
now on the market.

AnAlysis Tools
The two main open-source languages for writing algo-
rithms are R and Pithon. There are also pre-programed
modules, such as Apache Mahout for machine learning in
Hadoop. Lastly, visualization tools developed by the software
vendor Tableau are especially noteworthy.
Data scientists also use market tools inherited from data
mining technology, such as SAS software and IBM’s SPSS.
IBM also offers an online tool called Watson Analytics.
This is a natural language-based cognitive service, which
loads cloud-based data sets to find ways of exploiting them.
Some data scientists are also starting to share specialized
algorithms, such as PredPol, which is used to identify and
map crime hotspots. Not to mention start-ups that are
developing specific algorithms to provide turnkey services
[see page 12]. ❚❚
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Big data analysis, a French speciality.
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French tech

GIFTed
FORdATA

W ith its exemplary mathematical training and high-
quality engineering courses, France obviously has
a role to play in big data. Although data collection,

storage and processing tools remain the preserve of big
American groups such as IBM, Oracle, SAS, Informatica and
Teradata (or the open source community, with data platforms
such as Hadoop), France gives added value by simplifying
these tools and above all by analyzing big data to help
business managers exploit it. This is currently small-scale
work and can only be done by a few specialist data scien-
tists. French start-ups are devoting their best resources to
this still unexplored field. Some of them, such as PredicSis,
Spikenet Technology and Quinten, are standing out with
data mining algorithms, adapted to each business sector
or type of problem. Others, such as Captain Dash, Dataiku,
Hurence, Nexedi and OpenDataSoft, are developing online
solutions for easier access to data storage, calculation, and
exploitation tools. These solutions are accessible using
simple web browsers. Still others, such as Data & Data and
Perfect Memory, specialize in services. Originality is the
trademark common to them all.

CaptainDash CROss-REFEREnCEs intERnaL
anD EXtERnaLData

The company provides a data
aggregation, correlation, and
exploration service. It cross-
references companies’ busi-
ness data with external data
(open source, social networks,
Internet, etc.) to determine,
for example, how weather
impacts on consumer pur-

chasing behavior. The results are displayed as dashboard
indicators on mobile devices and help manage sales and
marketing campaigns. Almost everything is in real time.
This solution is the result of three years’ R&D and can
process several billion data lines. It has been rolled out in
24 countries and is offered as a cloud-based subscription
service for 80,000-500,000 Euros a year. It is used by a
quarter of CAC 40 companies. Captain Dash plans to expand
into North America this year.
ClIenTs BpCE, axa, Danone, L’Oréal, snCF, etc.

spikEnEt tEChnOLOgy intERpREtsViDEO iMagEs
Set up by CERCO (French
Center for Brain and Cogni-
tive Research) neuroscience
researchers at the CNRS
(French National Center for
Scientific Research) in Tou-
louse, Spikenet has developed
an artificial vision system ins-

pired by the biology of human vision. The algorithm functions
as an electronic eye, scouring and analyzing large volumes
of video images. Its first application was for measuring

service
Date set up December 2009

place Paris

Workforce 40 people

t/O 10million Euros in 2017
(forecast)

Funds raised 1,5million Euros

technology
Date set up August 1999

place Balma (Haute-Garonne)

Workforce 14 people

t/O 1,4million Euros in 2014

Funds raised None

sImulATIOn

French start-ups are adept at drawing out what big data
has to tell us. We present the top ten specialists helping
companies with their big data projects.
ByRiDha LOukiL
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brand visibility on TV. It has also been used by the police
and security services to quickly decrypt video surveillance
camera images, by transport services tomonitor road traffic,
and by casinos to optimize how they operate. Spikenet, which
has 30 clients, sells the software on license or on royalty
agreements for products using it. The company expects to
generate turnover of 3million Euros in 2015 and 10million
Euros within five years.
ClIenTs FrenchMinistry of the interior, aria Resort&Casino, airbus,
aéroport de Bordeaux-Mérignac, Cofely ineo, etc.

Data&DatatRaCksDOWnOnLinE COuntERFEits
Data&Data provides a plat-
form for monitoring and
detecting counterfeits sold
on the Internet and social
networks. It has combined
two in-house technology
engines: one searching the
Internet and social networks
in 12 languages and detec-

ting suspicious-looking accounts, and another usingmachine
learning to sort genuine accounts from fakes. A counterfeit
account can be detected within five minutes of being set
up. Brands can therefore retaliate almost in real time by
asking social networks to close down counterfeit accounts
or by alerting customs. The service is currently available for
luxury goods and cosmetics brands and will be extended
to pharmaceuticals and car spare parts. Developing these
algorithms was an investment of over 1 million Euros. To
support its growth, Data&Data plans to recruit another
20 staff and raise 500,000-1 million Euros.
ClIenTs ten of the biggest French and italian cosmetics and luxury
goods brands.

QuintEnpROViDEsDEtaiLEDanaLysis
OF CLiniCaLData

Quinten provides a detailed
data analysis service, using
an algorithm unique on the
market. The system, called
Q-Finder, is inspired by fi-
nancial models. It identifies
specific profiles and their
opposites rather than trends.

Its first application was for analyzing clinical-trial data sets,
finding the patient category in which a given medicine had
been effective and without major side effects. Over the past
year and half, it has been used formore diverse applications:
in finance (to forecast factors causing securities to rise or
fall), in insurance (to detect customers about to switch to
a competitor), in construction (to build passenger routes
in airports), etc. Neurone network and machine learning
functions have been added to this algorithm. Quinten plans
to sell this algorithm as a software program in 2016.
ClIenTs Covéa, Danone, L’Oréal, aéroports de paris, sanofi, Roche, etc.

service
Date set up September 2012

place Paris

Workforce 10 people

t/O 3millions Euros in 2015
(forecast)

Funds raised None

service
Date set up November 2008

place Paris

Workforce 25 people

t/O 2millions Euros in 2014

Funds raised None

sImulATIOn

Pépinière Teratec
2 rue de la Piquetterie - 91680 Bruyères-le-Châtel (France)

pepinieres@essonne.cci.fr - + 33 1 970 65 02 00

Provide space
to your talent !

More than 1.500 sq.m

dedicated to simulation and

high performance computing

l a complete real estate solution

l shared conference facilities

l business meetings
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nEXEDi, thE FREnCh aLtERnatiVE tO haDOOp
This open source software
vendor has launched Wen-
delin, an open source plat-
form it presents as the French
alternative to open source
technology developed by
the American giant Hadoop.
Their solution combines Neo

- its NoSQL database- and INRIA’s (French Institute for
Research in Computer Science andAutomation) Scikit-Learn
machine learning engine. The specific feature of this solution
is in overcoming the limitations of memories in large data
processors. The current version, which can be downloaded
free, is suitable for 10 GB of data. An ‘Investment for the
Future’ project aims to extend its capacity to 10 TB within
three years. This solution is for processing data from indus-
trial connected objects.
ClIenTs sanef, infoterra, Mitsubishi Motors, etc.

OpEnDatasOFt pOOLs Data
This software vendor has
produced a cloud-based plat-
form for publishing, sharing,
and reusing data. It trans-
forms data so that it can be
used in business applica-
tions and is easily accessible
in real time, including on

mobile devices. Users can cross-reference their own data
with other sources (socio-economic, customers, weather,
etc.), thus creating innovative big data uses. Several clients
can share their data to broaden the analysis base and
improve the quality of results. New features are added to
the platform every week.
ClIenTs axa, Veolia, snCF, Ratp, keolis, La poste, etc.

pREDiCsis DEtECts FRagiLE CustOMERs
With its solution for pre-
dicting customer behavior
and internet users, Predic-
Sis helps companies reduce
their rate of attrition, i.e. the
number of customers lost.
This software is based on
a machine learning engine

and draws on ten years of R&D at Orange Labs. It aims
to improve customer retention by analyzing customer-
operator interaction data. Almost 750,000 behavior-related
variables are scrutinized to identify fragile customers. After
inputting all their customer interactions (e-mails, web
logs, etc.), companies obtain a list of consumers that are
on the point of leaving them, together with their reasons.
This is an online subscription-based service, starting at
100 Euros a month.
ClIenTs Renault, Orange, sodexo, EDF, 1000Mercis, etc. ❚❚
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services
Date set up December 2011

place Paris

Workforce 10 people

t/O 600000 Euros in 2014

Funds raised None

services
Date set up July 2013

place Lannion (Côtes-d’Armor)

Workforce 18 people

t/O 300000 Euros in 2014

Funds raised 1 million Euros

pERFECtMEMORyManagEs yOuR Data
Perfect Memory defines itself
as a repository for companies’
digital memory. Its web plat-
form consists of 50 modules
for collecting, processing,
enriching, indexing, and
increasing the value of data.
This gives companies access

to reliable, structured internal data (supplemented by
additional data collected on the internet) to improve their
marketing or how their customers understand them. The
service combines an artificial intelligence and semantic
web engine with a device saving and increasing the value of
audiovisual content. Developing this service was a 2 million-
Euro investment.
ClIenTs Radio France, Belgian Ministry of Culture, Viacom, etc.

huREnCE puts Big DataWithin
REaCh OF BusinEss

Hurencewas set up by former
employees of IBM,HP, Xerox,
and Capgemini. It aims to
give marketing, sales, and
other business managers
access to data analysis. By
using Docker image techno-
logy, its software platform can

be easily installed on top of a Hadoop distribution, without
specialist advice and support.With its interface, dashboard,
etc., Hurence is two years’ ahead of SAP and Oracle. There
is no charge for a single data processor, but a fee is payable
for machine clusters.
ClIenTs EDF, Orange, Veolia, etc.

Dataiku, thE Big Data ‘pLuMBER’
The data science studio plat-
form provided by this Paris-
based start-upmakes big data
more accessible by automa-
ting technical tasks requiring
data scientist skills: prepa-
ration, cleaning and cross-
referencing data, connecting

to open source databases, testing analysis models, checking
forecasts, etc. Released from all this ‘plumbing’ work,
analysts can develop predictive business applications more
quickly. The interface is inspired by video games, making
it easier to gradually appropriate this tool. The software is
free for less than 100,000 data lines. Beyond this volume,
it is sold on a subscription basis, starting at 20,000 Euros
a year. About twenty clients have already been won over.
The company made a profit in its first year (2014), which
is quite rare.
ClIenTs Cdiscount, pagesJaunes, Vente-privée, BlaBlaCar,
Chronopost, etc.

technology
Date set upApril 2011
place Grenoble (Isère)

Workforce 10 people

t/O Not disclosed

Funds raised None

services
Date de création February 2013

place Paris

Workforce 23 people

t/O 1 million Euros in 2014

Funds raised 3millions Euros

technology
Date set up December 2001

place Marcq-en-Barœul (Nord)

Workforce 30 people

t/O 2millions Euros in 2014

Funds raised None

services
Date set up July 2008

place Chamalières (Puy-de-Dôme)
Workforce 10 people

t/O Not disclosed

Funds raised 600,000 Euros

sImulATIOn
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QUICKERPLANETESTING
ATAIRBUS
Before delivering its planes, Airbus checks
that their in-flight performance complies
with design-phase specifications. Aircraft
are fitted with sensors for these tests:
6,000 on the first flight and 200 on
subsequent flights. Test sensor data is
cross-referenced with on-board sensors
after each test flight. Any difference
detected indicates a problem that needs
fixing. “Data analysis tasks and incident
detection requiring corrections are
performed by human brain power,” reminds
Jean-MarcWattecant, who is in charge of
big data at Airbus. The problem is that the
volume of data generated per day of test
flights doubles with each generation of
plane: it has risen to 2 terabytes for Airbus’s
latest model, the A350. Not to mention the
fact that 400-600 users need simultaneous
access to this data. It was inevitable that
Airbus would make the transition to big data.
“Our initial goal is to provide simultaneous
access to data via Google-type technology,”
explainsWattecant. “But we’re also going to
set up a statistical analysis engine for
automatic data correlation. This will enable
us to detect and correct issues more
quickly.” The first phase has been up and
running since the beginning of this year. The
second phase will follow in the second
quarter. This solution is based on an Oracle
big data engine, supplemented by technology
developed in-house and at Sopra. In all, the
A350’s test campaign will last four months
and generate dozens of terabytes of data.
“Instead of analyzing data flight by flight, we
will be able to use multi-flight analysis in the
future. This will improve incident detection,
find the causes of problemsmore quickly,
and reduce the number of test flights,”
predictsWattecant. ❚❚ R. L.

“Big data is in fashion. According to
certain studies, half of companies
are interested in big data but don’t
necessarily know how to benefit
from it,” says Ghislaine Doukhan,
who has just been appointed head
of Safran Analytics. The division,
set up in early 2015, is responsible
for developing services based on
data exploitation. Safran is a
forerunner, but it is not the only
manufacturer to take advantage
of big data. Although the most
successful projects tend to be in the
service sector, as proved by Accor,
M6 and Adictiz, initiatives at
Airbus, PSA, BMW and Santen
seem off to a good start. We review
the state of play.
BYRIDHA LOUKIL

Big data

8TEXTBOOK
EXAMPLES

IMPROVINGURBANTRAFFIC
FLOW INLYON
The Optimod’Lyon R&D project aims
to improve urban mobility and traffic flow
in Greater Lyon. Launched in 2011 with
12 partners, including IBM, Orange, Renault
Trucks and Cityway, it has developed two
innovations based on big data technology.
The first is a navigator for mobile devices
providing real-time urban mobility data. The
application developed by Cityway helps users
modify their journeys according to real traffic
levels. The second, created by IBM, is a
1-hour traffic forecast system. It took
centralizing data from various types of
transportation and the installation of over
350 traffic sensors in the city. “Real-time
traffic forecasts were used on motorways,
but never in heavy traffic settings such as
Greater Lyon,” points out Philippe Sajhau,
vice-president of IBM France’s Smarter
Cities program. Since not all roads are
equipped with sensors, IBM created an
algorithm that assesses traffic levels on
roads without sensors by interpolating and
modeling data from connected roads. Traffic
forecasts are updated every six minutes to
take account of any unexpected events, such
as accidents. Lyon’s central traffic control
and regulation center sends these forecasts
to three levels: mobile-device navigators,
freight transporters (to optimize delivery
rounds), and soon to the traffic light control
system. Forecasts are improved by
integrating the impact of incidents and
response plan outcomes. Lyon is expected to
make the transition from the test phase to
rollout this year ❚❚ R. L.
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SANTENOPTIMIZES ITSR&D
For the past two years, Santen has been
using Quinten’s big data service in galenic
studies and clinical trials for its ophthalmic
drugs. “Our profession generates a lot of
data,” says Jean-Sébastien Garrigue, general
manager of this innovation center that
employs 80 people. “We exploit data to
make our R&Dmore effective.” The former
Novagali Pharma, acquired by the Japanese
firm Santen in 2011, has a database
comprising several hundred thousand pieces
of data on the physico-chemical composition
of its drugs. “We use about thirty excipients
with different concentrations. We had to test
thousands of compositions to find one with
the desired effectiveness, stability, and
innocuousness,” explains Garrigue. “We find
suitable virtual formulations by analyzing
this data using Quinten’s Q-finder
algorithm.” Tests on patients during clinical
trials generate over a million pieces of
objective data. Santen, which is based in
Évry (Essonne), also uses the Q-Finder
engine to explore data and identify patient
categories in which medicines are most
effective and have the least side effects.
“This is how we zeroed in on our eyewash
for treating ocular dryness in patients with
severe keratitis,” says Garrigue. Using
traditional statistical methods requested by
health agencies would have involved a long,
tedious iterative process with no guaranteed
result. “We’re in a profession prone to
setbacks. Big data helps us reduce risks,
becomemore competitive and invest more
money in later clinical phases, which are very
expensive.” ❚❚ R. L.
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BMWUSESBIGDATA
ON ITSVEHICLES
Many car recalls are due to faults that went
undetected during tests. BMWwants to
reduce if not completely eradicate these
recalls. Its magic formula is big data:
specifically, a big data predictive analysis
solution supplied by IBM. BMWhas
collected enormous amounts of data from its
development, testing, production, after-
sales, and repair departments. No less than
15,000 faults were recorded for prototype
tests alone. Predictive analysis of this data
will help BMWdetect and correct faults
before newmodels are launched into
production. BMWwill thus be able to
optimize its entire industrial line, from
vehicle design to maintenance. Until now, it
took several months to analyze this quantity
of data. But big data technology means it
now only takes a few days. The results can
thus be integrated into design and
production processes in time. Detecting and
correcting faults quickly avoid breakdowns
after vehicles go on the market. The solution
rolled out by BMW is based on SPSS
statistical analysis software. It provides
the benefit of automating certain recurrent
analyses for BMW’s divisions and
subsidiaries. Over 500 users at BMW
have access to around 250 analysis
applications. ❚❚ R. L.

PSADRAWSOUTWHAT
CONNECTEDVEHICLES
CANTELLUS
PSA is speeding up its big data projects. “In
the future, we want to be able to capture and
analyze data from our connected cars so that
we can offer drivers customized services,”
states Brigitte Courtehoux, PSA’s director
of cars and connected services. The group
currently has a pool of 1.5 million cars,
each one of which can potentially provide
thousands of pieces of data from a hundred
or so in-car sensors. PSA plans to extend
data collection to other sources, such
as the internet, social networks, and mobile
devices. The first applications aim to
improve overall vehicle design. Which is why
all the relevant business units (development,
production, quality, etc.) are involved.
“Analyzing the data collected will give us
detailed understanding of vehicle faults and
drivers’ behavior,” says Courtehoux.
“We’ll know which features they use most
frequently, those they never use, howmany
times a year they open their car roof, etc.
This will help us adapt our vehicle design to
user needs and adjust prices accordingly.”
Around fifty people are working on this
project in PSA’s technical center in Poissy
(Yvelines). This workforce can increase
to as many as 100 people according to
requirements. The group, led by CEO
Carlos Tavares encourages experiments
to identify priority rollout projects. PSA
Peugeot Citroën relies on IBM’s big data
tools. “But the real expertise is human
intelligence: our data scientists’ ability to
model the application and identify the values
to extract from huge masses of data,”
concludes Courtehoux. ❚❚ R. L.
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ADICTIZANTICIPATES
PLAYERBEHAVIOR
Adictiz’s web-based and mobile social games
change every week. They are adapted to take
account of players’ behavior while they are
getting used to a game. The goal is to keep
players for as long as possible, develop
virality (recommendation) and encourage
monetization (purchase of virtual goods).
For the past two years, this Lille-based SME
employing 40 people has been using big data
to optimize its games. The company
provides entertainment for 40million
players worldwide, 4 million of whom are
active each month. “We used to adapt our
games using general data and by intuitive
choices,” says Alexis de Charentenay, its
director of business development. “We now
have a structured approach based on
analyzing players’ behavior.” To achieve this
result, the company recruited a data scientist
and usedMicrosoft’s cloud-based big data
solutions. Up to 5,000 players are
monitored in real time every day. “The data
collected provides information about where
games are abandoned, how long sessions
last, howmuch players spend on virtual
assets, whether or not the game is at the
right level and has enough virality,” explains
de Charentenay. This weekly analysis helps
developers improve the game. The goal is to
keep players by creating a feeling of
frustration that makes them purchase virtual
goods to carry on playing. “One month after
a game is launched, it is 60% different from
its initial version,” says de Charentenay. This
approach has generated a 30% increase in
monetization. ❚❚ R. L.

M6UNCOVERSTHESECRETS
OFTVCOMMERCIALS
What is the real impact of TV commercials
on purchasing? How can we explain their
effectiveness? M6 has been using big data to
answer these questions since 2011. Shopping
data is measured on a panel of shoppers and
cross-referenced with their media
consumption data. M6 has built up a
database of 1,200 commercials for this
purpose, representing over 100,000 data
lines: campaign budgets, TV channels
chosen, time slots when commercials are
broadcast, brands, products involved, etc.
“It’s impossible to exploit this database with
the naked eye,” says Carine Groz, director of
M6’s research group. Especially as new
variables, such as the weather, are added to
it every year. M6 analyzes this data using
Quinten’s big data service. Data is presented
in Excel file format and processed by the
Q-Finder algorithm. The reconstructed
results then just have to be explored to
identify the keys to effective commercials by
brand, product, etc. This analysis has
confirmed the traditional factors in making a
strong impact, such as powerful campaigns,
using celebrities, and choosing evening slots
for chocolate commercials. “Although we
already knew this from experience or
intuitively, it had never been measured,”
says Croz. This work has also uncovered
some unknown principles, which even go
against the trend of received ideas. “We
discovered that summer and weekend slots,
which had hitherto been neglected periods,
were good times for advertising, especially
for small- and medium-sized brands,”
explains Groz. M6 aims to help advertizers
optimize their campaigns beyond established
advertizing criteria and make themmore
effective. In this way, M6 hopes to develop
their loyalty. ❚❚ R. L.

ACCORCUSTOMIZES
ITSSERVICES
Accor is customizing its offers to boost sales
and develop customer loyalty. It started by
centralizing data into a database of 50
million customers. “It was a complex
operation since we had to reconcile various
sources in database management systems
for the group’s call centers, websites, and
3,600 hotels,” explains Hervé Mignot, a
partner in the consultancy firm Equancy that
supported Accor throughout the process.
The database is segmented into 17 groups
(frequent customers, foreign customers,
business customers, etc.). The goal is to
improve conversion rates during customer
interactions via call centers or websites.
When already listed customers make
contact, they are identified automatically.
Based on their profile, history, service
consumption habits and preferences, a
recommendation engine selects suitable
offers, calculates their probability of being
accepted, and presents customers with its
highest scored offers. All this is done in real
time. The algorithm, based on an Oracle
solution, improves as and when it is used.
According to Amélie Hameau, head of CRM
projects at Accor, this system generated over
140million recommendations in 2014. These
increased the website click-through rate by
50%, nights purchased by 100%, and
customized banner ad turnover by 200%.
Nevertheless, the group has chosen not to
rely on this automatic engine alone.
“The system allows for human intervention
to keep control of marketing strategy,
especially for new offers,” points out
Mignot. Developments to the engine should
enable it to recommend complementary
services, such as airport transfers, visits to
cultural sites, and reservations for
shows ❚❚ R. L.
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2005 2010 2012
2015

8.5 ZB
2.8 ZB1.2 ZB0.1 ZB

Next-generation competitive advantage delivered through:

Business insight at real-
life speeds

Personalized content that
follows you

Questions that arise
automatically from data

2020
44 ZB
(figure exceeds
prior forecasts
by 9 ZBs)(1)

(1) IDC "The Digital Universe of Opportunities: Rich Data and the Increasing Value of the Internet of Things" April 2014

© Copyright 2014 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change without notic

The Machine:
A new kind of computer

Data explosion outpacing technology

By 2020, 30 billion connected devices will generate unprecedented
amounts of data. The infrastructure required to collect, process,
store, and analyze this data requires transformational changes in
the foundations of computing.

Learn more
http://www.hpl.hp.com/research/systems-research/themachine/
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How can we optimize the added value
of Big Data, simulation, and HPC?

IndustrIal BIg data
provIdIng solutIons for
predIctIve maIntenance
With the increasingly widespread use of
often interconnected sensors (accelerome-
ters, RFID chips, GPS, etc.), the volume
and complexity of the data produced is
growing. However, currently available data
analysis algorithms in Machine Learning
and Data Mining are poorly suited to pro-
cessing the large numbers of time series
produced by these sensors. Moreover, the
various tools that make it possible to mine
this data are often unconnected, making it
necessary to set up time-consuming pro-
cessing chains with no real added value
for the end user.

In response to this problem, CS has
launched the IKATS project (Innovative
ToolKit for Analysing Time Series). This ini-
tiative, run in collaboration with the Labo-
ratoire Informatique de Grenoble (LIG) and
supported by Airbus and EDF R&D, aims
to provide a ready-to-use toolkit that will
give the user all the necessary software for
handling, exploring/analyzing and visuali-
zing large numbers of time series within a
single framework. Analysis of this data will
make it possible to determine essential pre-

digital simulation represents a major opportunity for improving
the performance of companies. the emergence of Big data with
the development of smart connected objects is also a challenge that
has both economic and social implications. the exponential growth
of calculating power allows increasingly rich simulations and makes
it possible to process and analyze large volumes of data.
But to take full advantage of the development of these technologies,
it is more and more vital to be able to leverage their potential and to make
them accessible to operational users.

c-s.fr

dictive models, for example in the field of
predictive maintenance. There are count-
less potential applications. For manufactu-
ring industries, where sensors are used to
monitor and maintain large-scale operating
systems (aeronautics, energy, rail), IKATS
will make it possible to model and monitor
manufacturing lines and processes. It will
also to be possible to use it as part of indus-
trial operating systems based on hi-tech
products and requiring high-performance
supervision by networks of sensors: in parti-
cular, energy optimization. Not to mention
areas that include connected and moni-
tored objects: smart buildings, quantified
self, telecommunications, the military, and
so on. The IKATS project comes in addition
to PLM solutions offered by CS, as well as
digital simulation and high-performance
computing solutions.

dIgItal sImulatIon: a dIfferent
approach to multI-physIcs cfd
Simulation is essential to the competi-
tiveness of companies. It makes it possible
not only to design products that are relevant
to clients’ needs more rapidly, but also to
understand complex phenomena. In this
field, CS facilitates cost-effective access
to technology and shares its expertise in

designer, integrator & operator of mission-critical systems

high-performance calculation and studying
physical phenomena.
CS has, working with Renault, Airbus and
other partners, developed LaBS, a digi-
tal simulation tool for fluid mechanics,
based on the Lattice Boltzmann method
networked and optimized for High perfor-
mance computing. This solution makes it
possible to simulate poorly compressible
fluid flows around and inside complex
shapes. Thanks to its accuracy and outstan-
ding performance, at optimum cost, LaBS
is already being used in the automobile
and aeronautics sectors for aerodynamic
and aero-acoustic applications.

Combined CS expertise in multi-physics
simulation, high-performance calcula-
tion, PLM, and processing and analyzing
large volumes of data allows us to help our
clients to speed up their production and
cost optimization processes throughout the
life cycle of a product or system.

CS: amajor player in
digital simulation and
industrial Big Data
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Visualization and simulation software leads us to see
what we do not see, three dimensionally and in color.
Projecting the observer into a fourth dimension.
bythierry lucas

Portfolio

beyondreality

temperature distribution in a light bulb
(comsol).

simulation
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Molecularmodeling of leDmaterials (Nersc).

3D view of fluid
turbulence
(Nersc).
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simulation

turbulence in a flame (Nercs).

simulation of the acoustic
pressure in the cabin of
a vehicle (comsol).
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trajectory of an
energetic ion
in amagnetic field
(Nimrod).

Vortex in solar plasma (university of texas, austin).

urban traffic
simulation
(sumo).

simulation
D
.R
.

Plasma of a tokamak
(nuclear fusion) simulated
with the software Gacode
fromGeneral atomics.
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DISRUPT THE INDUSTRIAL LANDSCAPE
INNOVATE WITH VIRTUAL PROTOTYPING
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research

modelingthe
humanBody
Simulating the body’s main organs is giving rise
to new diagnostic aids and a choice of therapies.
byThierry lucas

The problem with human beings is
that they are all different. Although
it could be an essay question on a
philosophy exam, for engineers it
becomes a crucial practical problem
when it comes to simulating a hu-
man heart, liver or brain rather than
mechanical components or an elec-
tronic circuit. Simulation for treating
patients only really makes sense if it
is patient-specific. In order to meet
surgeons’ expectations, simulation of
the human bodymust also represent
how it operates at every level, from

molecules, cells, tissues and organs to the entire body. Vast
international research programs, such as thePhysiomeProject
and theVirtual PhysiologicalHumanProject, are attempting to
encompass this complex reality. Laboratories involved in this
project are using mathematical models and medical images

visible Patient is a start-up that helps surgeons prepare for operations with 3Dmodelization.

technology
For…

● Predicting the risk
of developing an illness
or its progression

●optimizing a patient’s
drug or surgical
treatment

● selecting new
medicines

●Designing
patient-specific implants

simulation
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to construct anatomical and physiological ‘organ simulator’
software. They also aim to use this software in combination
for more realistic simulation. This objective has taken a new
direction. Combined use of software programs, which is
currently impossible, is less of a concern. New projects aim
first and foremost to validatemodels and progress tomedical
applications. These projects focus on vital organs (brains,
liver, heart, etc.) and pathologies that are public health issues
in developed countries (cardiovascular disease, Alzheimer’s
disease, cancer, repetitive strain injury, etc.).
The brain holds a special place. It is at the center of
large-scale projects with budgets of several million Euros
or dollars: the Human Brain Project (HBP) in Europe and
the Brain Initiative in the USA. The HBP, run by the EPFL
(Switzerland) and the University of Heidelberg (Germany)
is thinking big: it hopes to improve understanding of how
the brain works, create new diagnostic instruments, and
invent computers inspired by neurone networks. This
could be over-ambitious since some neurobiologists dis-
pute its relevance. Nevertheless, the project started at the
end of 2013 and involves thousands of researchers. Many
research teams throughout the world are also working on
heart simulation, which is yielding results for prevention
and therapy [see article on page 30].

invaluable aid to surgeons
Although the liver receives less media attention, it is
nevertheless essential. Apart from its role in metabolizing
and storing many different substances, this largest of
the body’s organs plays a key anti-toxic role in elimina-
ting potentially dangerous products for the body. It also
helps assimilate medicines. The Virtual Liver Network, a
consortium of German laboratories, intends to construct
a virtual liver model, with several applications in sight.
The goal in pharmacology is improved understanding of
how the liver breaks down active molecules. Patients’
tomographic images are used to construct an anatomical
model. In combination with data about patients’ genome,
this should enable scientists to predict how a particular
person assimilates a given medicine so that treatment can
be made patient-specific. Some illnesses could be caused
by lipid accumulation in the liver. Simulation is making it
easier to understand this phenomenon so that it can be
anticipated. Lastly, the liver has a well known if poorly
understood ability to regenerate after inflammation or an
operation. Simulationmay help identify methods to encou-
rage this regeneration (diet, healthcare, etc.).
British scientists at the University of Leicester are using
medical images and genomic data to create patient-spe-
cific models of respiratory tracts. This work, carried out
in partnership with the AirProm project, aims to predict
the development of illnesses such as asthma so that treat-
ment can be adapted to each patient. ‘Simple’ anatomical
modeling is already proving an invaluable aid to surgeons.
Teams from the French National Digestive System Cancer
Research Institute (IRCAD) in Strasbourg have successfully
automated the generation of 3D visual models frommedical
images (scans, MRIs, etc.). The online service offered by

modeling tumour growth is a way
to predict the development of an
illness. this helps choose the
best time for an operation or for
changing to chemo- or
radiotherapy. the inria (French
national institute for research in
Computer science and
automation) in Bordeaux has
developed generic and patient-
specific models of tumour growth
for this very purpose. themost
advancedmodel, which simulates
the formation of pulmonary
metastases, was validated using

data from 30 patients. «We’re
aiming to design software as a
service that doctors can test in
real-life situations,» says thierry
Colin, director of this Bordeaux
research team. large-scale
clinical trials will then be required.
the team has extended its
approach to other pathologies
with specific models (brain
tumours, for example). it also
aims to use simulation to predict
when a particular course of
treatment will no longer be
effective on a patient. ❚❚

beating cancer
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Visible Patient, a spin-off company from the institute, is
currently used by around fifteen hospitals and has already
helped over 2,500 patients. Surgeons supply images of
their patients and receive back a 3D model enabling them
to prepare operations: setting up instruments, anticipating
difficulties, and choosing the best strategy. “Modeling
means we can operate on patients initially judged inoper-
able,” says Luc Soler, IRCAD’s director of R&D. Currently,
the main limitation is that some images (especially MRIs)
are not very sharp. In addition, this procedure is not reim-
bursed by the French social security system. The IRCAD
is actively working on simulation to help surgeons during
operations. In other words, guiding surgeons’ hands by

The inria in
bordeaux

has perfected
models of
tumeral

growth. here
the evolution

of a pulmonary
tumor.

simulation
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simulation combines a numerical anatomical model with a system of equations
describing heart behavior.

Special issues are involved: specific bone behavior laws and
other more complex viscoelasticity laws for soft tissue and
ligaments. “The problem is obtainingmaterials’ mechanical
properties to feed into simulation models.We can get bone
rigidity from tomographic images, but it’s more difficult for
soft tissue,” explains Damien Lacroix, Professor of Mecha-
nobiology at the University of Sheffield (UK). Models of the
femur, with muscles and ligaments, have been developed
for a hundred or so patients.
Designing patient-specific implants is another use of
this type of simulation. Such software may be useful to
clinicians. “It may enable the risk of fracture to be detec-
ted, and also monitor the effect of a course of treatment,”
says Lacroix. Industrial funding, for example from implant
manufacturers, is still needed for genuine clinical trials.
Another application is treating chronic lumbar pain. In this
case, simulation assesses the consequences of operations.
The same team is also working on modeling interactions
between various parts of the body. Although it is easier to
create a model of an isolated body part or organ, this is
never how the body works. ❚❚

superimposing a virtual model of patient organs on a sur-
geon’s real but nevertheless restricted vision. There is still
the problem of complex automatic realignment of these
two images since patients breathe and their organs move
during operations. The Strasbourg team hopes to offer the
first application in 2016: virtual ‘transparent’ positioning
of organs beneath the skin to make incisions as safe and
accurate as possible. A real-time guiding system for entire
operations is not expected before 2017 and will be limited
to just one organ: the liver.

imProveD PrevenTion of bone Disease
As with organs, simulation may be beneficial to the ske-
leton. Major public health issues are at stake. For example,
osteoporosis (brittle bones) causes millions of bone frac-
tures in Europe every year. Musculoskeletal simulation,
which models how bones behave and the strain to which
they are subjected, may improve prevention and treatment
of this pathology and other bone diseases. This is the realm
of biomechanics, whose practitioners are often trained
mechanical engineers who subsequently took up biology.

h
ow long is a heartbeat? On a fairly powerful desktop
computer, it is about two hours. In other words,
the time required to simulate a cardiac cycle by

calculating various physical phenomena: electrical activity
(triggering heart-muscle contraction), mechanics (heart-wall
movement), and fluid dynamics (blood flow).
Carrying out this simulation requires a numerical model
of human heart anatomy, which is constructed from scans
and magnetic resonance images (MRI). Heart behavior is
described by systems of equations. By using the equations
and numerical model in combination, an entire cardiac cycle
can be simulated.What is a patient’s risk of atherosclerosis
or arrhythmia? Does a pacemaker need to be fitted? What
are the best sites for electrodes on the heart?Which tissue
should be operated on if an intervention is required and
what are the consequences? Simulation is the least invasive
way to answer all these questions since everything is done
on computers via a numerical model. Various manufactu-
rers are involved in constructing a numerical heart model.
Philips (medical imaging) is a partner in the European
VP2HF project, which is focused on therapies. Medtro-
nic (heart implants) is involved in the Living Heart project
launched by Dassault Systèmes. Their engineering expertise
is essential to make progress for numerical heart models.

Joint efforts by engineers and clinicians to simulate the heart are paving
the way to new methods of prevention and treatment.
byThierry lucas

numericalsimulationoFheartBeats
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“I started with work on structural calculations for mecha-
nical and civil engineering,” recalls Dominique Chapelle,
director of the French National Institute for Research in
Computer Science and Automation (INRIA). The team is
working on heart modeling and is involved in the VP2HF
project. Heart modeling experts at American universities
often belong tomechanical or aerospace engineering depart-
ments.When dealing with an organ as complex as the heart,
expertise in structural mechanics or fluid dynamics is not
enough. To simulate the heart, it is essential to combine
modeling of various phenomena.

many heart patients live with
medical equipment in their body:
pacemakers, replacement valves,
stents, etc. themanufacturers
that design them often use
modeling and calculation
software to develop these
devices. But the success of an
operation depends on finding the
right implant for each patient’s
body. the living Heart project,
launched by dassault systèmes
in 2014, is aiming to adapt
implantable equipment to each
patient. this specialist digital
design software vendor is

applying its 3dmodeling
expertise to heart simulation to
achieve industrial goals. the
medical equipment
manufacturersmedtronic and
sorin are partners in this project,
as is insilicomed, a spin-off from
the university of California (usa)
that has developed heart models
formedical-equipment design
engineers. dassault systèmes
also wants to attract leading
heartmodeling research
institutes to its project: stanford
university and university College,
london are already involved. ❚❚

designing patient-specific
medical equipment
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many tests and analyses can be
carried out on patient-specific
numerical heart models, thus avoiding
risks and saving money. HeartFlow,
an american start-up that is a spin-off
from a laboratory at stanford university,
has developed a non-invasive test
to assess the risk of heart disease.
scan images are used to construct
a heart model and calculations provide
the fractional flow reserve (FFr),
a factor in assessing the effect of
narrowing the coronary artery on blood
flow. numerical testing is replacing
invasive and sometimes unnecessary
tests. HeartFlow, which is at an advanced
stage of clinical trials, is awaiting
authorization from the Food and drug
administration, the american regulatory
agency for food products and medicines.
in europe, around twenty partners are

involved in the artreat project on
preventing atherosclerosis
[ed. note: hardening of the arteries].
numerical models that simulate
the initialization and development
of cholesterol plaques on artery walls
are detecting risk areas. the initial
results correlate well with patient data.
Further clinical trials will be required
before it can actually be used, which is
expected for 2018. modeling may also
be used to detect the risk of arrhythmia,
which is being attempted by the
Computational Cardiology lab at
John Hopkins university (usa).
although calculation is generally
limited to one cardiac cycle, inria
researchers are aiming to model heart
behavior from one hour to up to a year
to simulate the development of certain
pathologies. ❚❚

risk prevention

BeForemodeling of electrical activation
of a patient’s heart

aFtermodeling of the heart after treatment
via cardiac resynchronization therapy

Patient-specific models
“Combining mechanical and electrical phenomena is quite
effective and is already enabling us to model pathologies.
We’re making progress on the link with fluid mechanics
- blood flow -, which means we are able to refine our
modeling,” explains Hervé Delingette, an INRIA researcher
who used to work in medical imaging. But the crux of the
problem for clinical applications is obtaining a patient-
specific model. This alone will help doctors and patients
make decisions. But it isn’t easy. Unlike artificial systems
(car components, mechanisms, etc.) the input parame-
ters - for example tissues’ mechanical properties - are
poorly understood. Constructing patient-specific models
presupposes using a generic heart model together with
data measured on patients (MRIs, scans, ECGs, etc.) to
find parameters needed for calculations to reconstitute
this very same data. Again, using engineering to solve this
‘inverse problem’ makes sense. “We’ve developed inverse

methods inspired by methods used in automation,” says
Chapelle. Inverse methods are at the core of the VP2HF
project. Patient-specific models are being developed by all
American laboratories and start-ups focused on preventative
and therapeutic applications.
But things are far from fully resolved. Progress is still
needed on combining various phenomena and on models’
various scales, from heart cells to tissues and the whole
heart. Another difficulty is designing tests to validate heart
models. Procedures need to be specified and funding found
for clinical trials. Neither pharmaceuticals laboratories nor
medical equipment manufacturers are heading up projects.
Calculation time is another essential factor that needs to
be taken into account. In the short-term, optimized com-
puting and parallel computing architecture could make it
ten times faster. Then it will perform sufficiently well for
numerical modeling to become another piece of equipment
used in hospitals. ❚❚

Cardiac resynchronization therapy (Crt)
by fitting a pacemaker is ineffective in 30% of
cases. Virtual tests on patient-specific heart
models may detect this 30% and help choose
the best sites for electrodes before operations.
an inria team is working on this application
of patient-specific models. Comparative tests
with data frommany patients are due to be
carried out with st thomas’ Hospital, london
as part of the european Vp2HF project.
“We’re aiming to prove that this model is

predictive,” says Chapelle, inria’s director
of research. numerical modeling may also be
beneficial to preparing radiofrequency ablation,
another treatment for heart rhythm problems
that involves ‘burning’ certain tissues.
to this end, Cardiosolv, a start-up that is
a spin-off from laboratories at John Hopkins
university, wants to use patient-specific
modeling to identify areas that need to be treated.
treatment optimization is another research goal:
researchers at university College, london are

trying to establish the most suitable stent
for each patient. researchers at the university
of California are attempting to understand why
coronary artery bypasses sometimes fail.
numerical simulation is also being used for
emerging therapies: stanford university’s
living matter lab is using simulation to predict
the best stem cell injection sites for treating acute
myocardial infarction. Finally, patient-specific
models may enable virtual adaptation of heart
patients’ drug therapy. ❚❚

choosing and optimizing therapies
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The laser
chamber at
Megajoule is
reinforced
with 20 cm
boron-doped
concrete
to absorb
neutrons.

Ever since nuclear testing ended, America and
France have been developing simulation methods
to ensure the continued reliability of their
nuclear weapons.
byThierry Lucas

Nuclear

SIMULATING
NUCLEAR
FUSIONTO
REPLACETESTS

E xperts at theCEA (FrenchAtomic Energy andAlternative
Energies Commission) speak of maintaining a nuclear
deterrent. This raises amajor issue:how can the safety,

reliability and efficiency of nuclear weapons be ensuredwith-
out carrying out tests? France has not conducted open-air
tests of its nuclear bombs since 1996. French research has
instead invested in complex simulation methods to conti-
nue assessing their reliability. Calculation-based numerical
simulation uses the world’s most powerful computers.
They are also used in physical simulation: half of the French
simulation program’s budget –i.e. 3 billion Euros– has been
allocated to building the Laser Megajoule (LMJ) facility. This
installation is for very small-scale reproduction and study of
fusion reactions triggered in nuclear weapons.
Both France and America are gradually installing remarkable
facilities for both these aspects of nuclear simulation. The
CEA-DAM (Military Applications Division) computing center

Following the transition to
simulation tests, nuclear deterrents
now require enormous computing
capacity. several weeks of
calculations are sometimes needed
to simulate physical phenomena
occurring in nuclear weapons with
the Cea-DaM’s current
supercomputer, tera 100 (1
petaflops = 1015 calculations per
second) designed by Bull. From 2015
on, the Cea and Bull are to have the

supercomputer used exclusively
for nuclear deterrent work upgraded
to 20-30 petaflops power. the
architecture of this tera 1000
supercomputer will foreshadow the
future exa 1 supercomputer, planned
for 2020 and expected to achieve
exaflops (1000 petaflops) power.
Bull announced the broad outlines of
its exaflops program last november.
in the Usa, the national nuclear
security administration (nnsa),

which is responsible for ensuring
that america’s nuclear weapons
are reliable, is also on the way to
achieving exaflops capacity.
iBMwill be delivering its sierra
supercomputer (120-150 petaflops)
to the Lawrence Livermore national
Laboratory in 2017. the sierra
supercomputer is also expected to
perform calculations for the niF
superlaser, used for physical
simulation of nuclear weapons. ❚❚

AN ExAFLOPS SUPERCOMPUTER

The Tera 100 supercomputer calculates
the effects of nuclear weapons.
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in France, and the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
in the USA, are home to the world’s most powerful super-
computers, which are used exclusively for nuclear deterrent
work (see box). Physical simulation using the LMJ facility
near Bordeaux began in October 2014. America has been
using its NIF (National Ignition Facility) laser for the past
five years. The principle underlying both installations is
to amplify and focus a large number of laser beams –192
in the NIF and 176 in the Laser Megajoule facility once
it is finished–onto a target a few millimetres in size. The
intense heat and pressure –100million°C and 10,000 times

SIMULATION
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Some 250 industrial partners have contributed to the innovative technology
and production methods for making this facility’s components.
byThierry Lucas

ExCEPTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
FORTHE LASERMEGAJOULE FACILITY

O n 29 January 1996, the French President, Jacques
Chirac, announced the end of French nuclear tests.
On 23 October 2014, the French Prime Minister,

Manuel Valls, opened the Laser Megajoule (LMJ) facility in
Le Barp (Gironde). The LMJ will recreate reactions occurring
in nuclear weapons and, together with numerical simulation,
will replace tests as a means of ensuring the reliability of
France’s nuclear deterrent. Almost two decades’ worth of
R&D, which extended the boundaries of optical, electronic,
mechanical, etc. technology, was carried out between these
two dates. Innovative manufacturing methods were deve-
loped by the project’s industrial partners. Factories were
specially set up tomanufacture LMJ components in optimum
conditions. From the initial laser impulse to the millimetre-
sized target on which a nuclear fusion reaction is triggered,
practically everything had to be invented.

a Pure sOurce
Laser beams triggering nuclear fusion begin with…
a source. In other words, a small laser producing very
low-energy impulses (1 billionth of a joule) with extreme-
ly controlled properties. This laser has a very precise
wavelength (1053 nm) and all its properties (beam shape,
impulse duration, etc.) are established and calculated in
anticipation of beam distortion along amplifier chains.
This ensures that the intended performance is achieved
on the target. “The laser source is fitted with a diagnosticst
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system, which guarantees a beam’s properties before an
impulse passes through an amplifier chain, thus avoiding
any risk of damage,” explains Patrice Le Boudec, CEO of
Idil, which supplied the LMJ’s four laser sources. These
sources generate 176 beams, which are immediately pre-
amplified using amodule supplied by Quantel. Idil, an SME
employing 28 people, found it a challenge to integrate into
the LMJ industrial project. It had to ensure its laser sources
interacted with monitoring and control software supplied
by Codra (over a million variables will be monitored),
and provide follow-up and documentation in a project
run according to aeronautics-industry standards. But it
was worth it: the LMJ represents 15% of Idil’s business
and the expertise acquired has opened the door to major
scientific instrument projects, such as the European X-Ray
Free-Electron Laser (European XFEL), an X-ray laser facility
under construction near Hamburg.

eNerGy aMPLiFieD 20,000-FOLD
It takes three essential ingredients to amplify the 176 laser
beams generating energy needed for experiments: gigantic
size, advanced technology, and cleanliness. Each laser
chain (22 chains of eight beams each are planned) passes
four times through an amplification ‘tunnel’ (amplifier)
manufactured by Cilas. This ensures that as much energy
as possible is generated. Each ‘tunnel’ contains a series of
neodymium-doped laser glass slabs illuminated by flash

atmospheric pressure– trigger a very small-scale nuclear
fusion reaction, which is nevertheless representative of what
happens in nuclear weapons. After various ups and downs,
American scientists obtained results showing the fusion
reaction pathway in 2013. France, which started with eight
laser beams (ramp-up will take several years), will first be
conducting experiments on the resistance ofmaterials under
extreme conditions.

X-ray photos
Nuclear-weapons’ simulation onboth sides of theAtlantic is
based on a combination of computer calculations andmeasu-
rementsmade in physical experiments.Numerical simulation
involves a software string simulating the complex physics at
work in nuclearweapons: behaviour ofmaterials, interactions
with photons and neutrons, plasma turbulence caused by the
explosion, etc. These calculation-based simulation models
must be validated by the results of physical measurements,
which will be provided by experiments with NIF lasers in

the USA and the Laser Megajoule facility in France. Physical
simulation also uses X-raymachines: theDARHT (Dual-Axis
Radiographic Hydrodynamic Test) facility in the USA, and
Epure (Expérience de Physique Utilisant la Radiographie
Éclair ; Physics Experiment Using Flash Radiography) in
France (equipment is shared with British scientists). These
take X-ray ‘photographs’ of ultrafast phenomena occurring in
nuclear weapons just before nuclear reactions. Other expe-
rimental research conducted at the Sandia National Labora-
tories (USA) has simulated aging of stored nuclear-warhead
electronic components. This research is also intended to help
maintain a nuclear deterrent.
The French LaserMegajoule facility is far from complete and
it will take several years to finish building its amplification
chains (250 industrial partners are involved in the project).
Other countries are following suit; Russia plans to install a
simulation laser for nuclear deterrents in Nizhny Novgorod,
and is looking for industrial partners to build it. China expects
to commission its Divine Light project in 2020. ❚❚

SIMULATION
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lamps. Powerful electronic systems supplied by Thales are
used to control these lamps in a fraction of a millisecond.
The LMJ’s 3,000 laser glass slabs were manufactured in a
specialist factory in the USA that was involved in a similar
American project: the National Ignition Facility (NIF). Al-
though there is nothing standard about laser beam-lines, it
is worth dwelling on two components at least, which ensure
the quality of laser beams generated by amplification.

A mirror supplied by Alsyom (Alcen Group) is positioned
at one end of the ‘tunnels’. This enables laser beams to
circulate and corrects wavefront deformations.
It is an adaptive mirror, which deforms using micro-ac-
tuators designed by ISP System. “We began drawing up a
catalogue during preliminary studies for the LMJ and now
deliver products for big lasers throughout the world,” says
a delighted Paul Sauvageot. He is the CEO of ISP System,

2. Amplifiers2. Amplifiers

4. Experiment chamber4. Experiment chamber

1. Driver1. Driver

3. End of chain3. End of chain

Twenty-two amplifier chains divided into four halls
(just one is depicted here) converge towards the
spherical experiment chamber. Amicrobead,measuring
2millimeters across and containing several micrograms
of deuterium and tritium, is positioned in themiddle
of this experiment chamber. Under the extreme
temperature and pressure (100million °C and
10,000 times atmospheric pressure) generated by the
laser beams, a nuclear fusion reaction is triggered.

THEPRINCIPLEOFTHELASERMEGAJOULEFACILITY

One of four halls housing the laser amplifier chains.a very low-energy laser source is pre-amplified
to 1 joule.

The experiment chamber, towards which 176 laser
beams converge.
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a Hautes-Pyrénées-based SME that has also supplied most
of the LMJ’s precision actuators. Another sophisticated
component – the Pockels cell – is positioned next to the
mirror. “It’s a safety system,” sums up Franck Poirier, CEO
of Sodern the Airbus subsidiary that manufactures these
cells. A Pockels cell is a sort of ‘switch’ – operating at nano-
second speed – that turns off part of a wave when it is likely
to damage optical components. Its key component is a large
crystal controlled by high-voltage electricity synchronized
with the laser. It took around a year to manufacture the first
cell, which gives some idea of its complexity.
Cleanliness is easy to understand: it applies to everything.
And always for the same reason: the slightest speck of
dust is dangerous for the facility. This obviously applies to
the laser halls, which have a controlled atmosphere. Their
air is renewed nine times an hour and the temperature is
regulated to within 0.5°C. But this obsession with clean-
liness starts much earlier. In Cilas’s specially built factory
next to the LMJ facility, all amplifier components, – the
‘tunnel’s’ metal structure that is the size of a bus – from
the laser glass slabs to the tiniest screw or washer, are
machine-washed before entering the assembly clean rooms.
At the neighbouring Alsyom factory, which manufactures
large mechanical structures to support components, post-
washing integration is done in a 4,000m2-clean room. Both
sites share a clean vehicle for deliveries to their only client.
This ‘clean room-on-wheels’ keeps everything dirt-free up
to installation in the LMJ halls.

176 Laser beaMs FOcuseD ON 1 MM
This is the distribution phase. The 176 amplified laser
beams are transported and redirected around the spherical
experiment chamber. This is done by sets of mirrors (cur-
rently manufactured in the USA), which are supported by
extremely stable mechanical structures impervious to any
vibrations that might disturb laser chain alignment. It was
built by Seiv (Alcen Group), which has since suppliedmirror
supports for the Romanian ELI super laser.
“The LMJ has enabled us to become an exporter,”
says Patrice Daste, CEO of Seiv. The motorized optical-
component positioning systems –which can move two-
tonne weights to within a micron– were manufactured by
CNIM. There are two final stages before lasers enter the
experiment chamber. First, the laser frequency is converted
from infrared to ultraviolet, which interacts better with
the target. This is done using a KDP crystal manufactured
by Saint-Gobain.Secondly, the lasers are focused, which
reduces beams measuring 40 cm across to less than a
millimetre when they reach the target.

FusiON eXaMiNeD iNMiNuTe DeTaiL
The laser beams converge towards an experiment chamber
with a diameter of 10 meters that resembles a time-travel
machine. This spherical chamber, and the experiment hall
housing it, both contain a great deal of technology. Although
the hall is 38 meters high, it is packed. According to Ber-
nard Ponsot, CNIM’s director of major projects and the
experiment hall’s project manager, it is “like a submarine”.

This is no randomly chosen image sinceCNIM, a defense
supplier, has worked on submarinemissile launch systems.
It also expresses the complexity of this facility and of inte-
grating its 10,000 components supplied by 25 partners.
Specially designed handling robots were even developed to
handle several-tonne loads in this very tight space.
The spherical experiment chamber, manufactured by
Cegelec, is located in themiddle of the hall. Its wall consists
of aluminium (10 cm-thick) and boron-doped concrete
(20 cm-thick), which absorbs neutrons. During experiments,
a target is positioned in the middle of the chamber. This
is a microbead containing a deuterium/tritium mixture,
which is placed inside a container with a diameter of two
millimeters. The experiment chamber contains an array of
mechanical and optical systems to position the target and
align the lasers. It also contains observation andmeasuring
instruments for use during experiments. Bertin, a CNIM
subsidiary, supplied the target positioning system.
Its telescopic arms are several meters long and accurate to
within ten microns. The French Atomic Energy and Alter-
native Energies Commission, Military Applications Division
(CEA-DAM) is responsible for the targets. Dozens of tar-
gets, which vary according to the experiments conducted,
are planned. They are manufactured at the CEA’s Valduc
Center (Côte-d’Or), which specializes in nuclear materials.
At cruising power, the LMJ is large enough to carry out
50-200 experiments a year (i.e. a maximum of one a day).
This complies with the specifications drawn up by the army.
Nevertheless, some space will be made at the PETAL faci-
lity; a high-power (several petawatts) laser beam installed
in one of the LMJ halls that share its experiment chamber.
PETAL’s ultrashort impulses, which are 100 times more
powerful than LMJ cells, are for scientific research. This
facility is due to start up at the end of 2015. ❚❚

3344
This is howmany large optical components are
required for the Laser Megajoule (LMJ) facility’s
first fit.not every optical components manufacturer knows
how to make square lenses measuring 40 cm across! the LMj,
and its counterpart national ignition Facility in the Usa, have
been an incentive for a few specialists to develop technology.
thales seso has designed mass polishing equipment to make
at least 2,000 of these large optical components. the slightest
surface blemish caused by powerful laser beams can damage a
component, and it may even have to be changed. thales shares
this market with two american manufacturers. in addition, a
seiv workshop near the LMj uses a sol-gel process developed
at the Cea to add an anti-reflective coating to thousands of
optical components. ❚❚
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gillesBattier spent his childhood
on themove.His fatherworked
hisway up through the ranks at
michelin from factory hand to
engineer, holding posts in
Vietnam,Brazil, algeria, and ivory
Coast. Battier returned to France
whenhewas 13,where he
acquired his passion formaths
fromone of his junior high school
teachers. But as an outstanding
rugby player and keen tennis
player and skier, he opted for
university rather than ‘prépa’
(post-secondary school preparing
students for entrance
examinations to Frenchgrandes
Écoles) to have some spare time.
He then switched towhatwas
thenensimeVengineering
school inValenciennes,where he
set up the rugby club and started
learning about Cad/Camat the
same time as his lecturers.He
trained at Computervision from

his first year and set up a
Cad/Cam junior enterprise for
manufacturers new to this subject.
He fine-tuned his understanding
of industry via internships at
sambre etmeuse,anF, and
sgaO.Battier did his national
service at theparis fire brigade,
where he learnt tomanage risks,
resources, and people in crisis
situations.He joinedspring
technologies at the end of 1988 to
launch its consultancy business,
andwas appointedCeO in 1994.
during contactwith clientswhile
designing their post-processors,
hewas alarmed to seemachines
out of actionwhenmachining
programswere developed.He
drewon all spring’s expertise to
develop an offlinemachining
simulator: nCsimul. this haswon
overmachinists throughout the
world and established a name for
spring’s technology. ❚❚

Gilles battier,
a pillar of caD/cam

French software vendor Spring Technologies has
been developing computer-aided design and
manufacturing (CAD/CAM) tools for the past
twenty years. Today they are global benchmarks.
by Jean-françois PrevérauD

success story

spring,theleader
inmachining
simulation

sors. He also realized that clients were spending a lot of time
developing tool paths on their machines. This nonsensical
situation was taking machines out of action without even
eliminating the risk of collision. “Surely we could produce
some computer graphics to help them?”thought Battier.
NCSimul machining simulation software was created. This

What do the US Air Force, Toyota,
Bosch, Thales, HyundaiHeavy Indus-
tries, Swarowski, and Nike have in
common? They all simulate theirma-
chiningusingNCSimul software deve-
loped by the French software vendor
Spring Technologies. A resounding
success for an SME set up in 1983
by four renegades from the software
vendor Computervision, whichwas at
the time theCAD/CAMmarket leader.

These four founders were specialists in CADDS software
services. Their rare skills were valued by all key accounts,
especially for designing post-processors to runmachine-tool
controllers. They were also experts in imaging for architects
and developed Iko-Light software.
But self-doubt set in during the 1991-1992 crisis. The
spectacular development of UNIX (large-systems OS) led
them to believe that CAD/CAMwould become commonplace
and dilute their expertise. At the same time, imaging was
still not being used for architecture - the other aspect of
their business - due to a lack of resources. They were ready
to throw in the towel. But this was before they realized the
tenacity of their sales director, an engineer who had gained
experience at SGAO (a Saint-Gobain company devoted to
integrating CAD/CAM into the group). “Of course there will
be more competition as the market expands, but very few
companies have our expertise. If we can extend it to other
CAD/CAM systems, such as CATIA, we’ll grow again,” he
explained at the time. Battier suddenly found himself CEO
in 1994. It was then that hemet Bernard Girard, operations
manager at PSA, who was struggling with two CAD/CAM
systems for its mechanical engineering and car bodywork
subsidiaries. Battier offered to maintain the interfaces
between these two systems and develop CAM post-proces- H
er
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● 30%on exports

● 800 clients

● 100 employees,
including 26 in r&d

● 1 patent
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was a real help for offline verification carried out by process
planning departments, many of which were still program-
ming their machines manually. Progress in imaging meant
realistic renderings could be developed, thus making the
software more efficient and easier to use. Its simulations
were also easier to understand.

optimized overall productivity
Unlike CAD/CAM tools, NCSimul integrated workshop
realities from the outset: collision detection, tool path opti-
mization, and removal ofmaterial. “I guessed thatmanufac-
turers would want their machines to carry out increasingly
complex operations, with sophisticated kinematics and
more axes. Our algorithms anticipated this development,”
says Battier. The advent of mill-turn machines, robots, and
machines with 5 or more axes was handled serenely at
Spring Technologies. The company also expanded its offer
to workshop services: managing and monitoring machines,
producing working documents, and even tablet-based, real-
timemonitoring of machining. Spring Technologies, whose
expertise is recognized throughout France, has opened offices
in Germany, the USA and China to support the international
expansion of big industrial groups (PSA, Renault, Alstom,
Thales, Airbus, etc.). This approach has helped it entice local

sub-contractors and international groups (Toyota, Canon, ZF,
etc.), which were won over by its integrated offer.
“Only 5%of CAMusers currently simulate theirmachining
paths before giving them toworkshops, whichmeans there’s
still great potential for improving productivity to be discove-
red,” says Battier. This is why Spring Technologies focuses on
monitoringworkshops andmachines aswell on savingsmade
by optimizing paths and eliminating collisions. This increases
overall productivity and detects wear and tear that damages
quality. Time saved bymachine operators and setters could be
put to gooduse by feeding back expertise and technical events
fromworkshops to process planning departments. Thiswould
improvemachine programming and identify high-risk areas in
tool paths. Research is being carried outwith industrial groups
and laboratories as part of projects run by the Systematic and
ASTech technology and innovation clusters, where Spring
Technologies has a strong foothold.
Many manufacturers would also like to change which
machine they run a program onwithout having to reprogram
everything. Spring Technologies is thereforeworking on a tool
to feed technical data and simulation features back upstream,
for simpler, faster andmore flexible CAM tool programming.
Spring Technologies is doing everything necessary to remain
the leader in its market. ❚❚

IMPLEMENTS THE FRENCH NATIONAL STRATEGY FOR EQUIPING IN HPC RESOURCES
the 3 computing national centers

PROMOTES NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND HPC
within scientific and industrial communities

PARTICIPATES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTEGRATED HPC ECOSYSTEM
at the European level

contact@genci.fr
www.genci.fr
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GENCI (Grand Equipement National de Calcul Intensif)
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the PRACE research infrastructure, a
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Computers can evaluate the toxicity, explosibility,
and inflammability of chemicals registered under
European REACH regulations.
byThierry Lucas

chemistry

COMPUTER-AIDED
REACH

Molecularmodelling software produced byMaterials Design automates calculations performed usingmethods developed during the Predimol project.

M olecular modeling calculates rather than measures
the properties of substances. But another scope
– regulations – lies ahead of molecular modeling.

In particular, European REACH (Registration, Evaluation,
Authorization, and Restriction of Chemicals) regulations,
which came into force in 2007. These requiremanufacturers
to register dossiers for potentially toxic or hazardous cha-
racteristics of thousands of products. Until now, available
software was intended to predict toxic or ecotoxic properties.
Mounting pressure against animal testing has speeded up
its development.
Computers can now be used to help with the other part of
REACH regulations: calculating hazardous physico-chemical
properties (explosibility, inflammability, etc.) using models
developed during the Predimol project, which ended in May
2014. Run by the French National Institute for Industrial
Environment andRisks (INERIS), togetherwith partners such
as Arkema, the goal of the Predimol project was to develop
software to calculatemissingdata about commonlyused indus-
trial chemicals. “Beyond REACH, we wanted to evaluate how Pa
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to complete the reacH project,
which involves collecting data
about tens of thousands of
substances to be registered by 1
June 2018, the european
chemicals agency (ecHa) is
encouraging the use of
alternative methods that do not
involve animal testing. these
include in vitro (tests on cells,
tissues or organs) and in silico
(Qsar) methods, which analyse
the chemical structure of
molecules to calculate their
activity. according to a recent

ecPa report, Qsar software is
still only used in a minority of
cases. read across methods,
which are easier to use and can
formulate toxicity hypotheses by
comparing a small number of
analogous molecules, are much
more popular. QsPr software
completes the technical
paraphernalia at manufacturers’
disposal, enabling them to
predict hazardous physico-
chemical properties
(explosibility, inflammability)
by means of calculations. ❚❚

alternativeMethods

THREE POssIBlE UsEs

● In regulatory
frameworks (REACH,
transportation of hazardous
materials, etc.) to calculate
missing data about
substances.

QSARmethods in REACH are still only used in a minority
of cases. This is mainly because although many software
programs are available, either free or for a charge, they tend
to be used in upstream research to screen large numbers
of molecules. They are not really suitable for regulatory
requirements. “These models are not necessarily accurate
enough to determine whether or not a molecule is toxic
or carcinogenic,” confirms Enrico Mombelli, a specialist
in ecotoxicological and toxicological models at INERIS. In
addition, QSPR and QSAR models are inevitably complex,
meaning that only experts can use them. This is another
obstacle preventing in silico methods from becoming com-
monplace. Materials Design, a company specializing in
molecular modelling, was a partner in the Predimol project.
It is making this software easier to use by creating interfaces
that automatically prepare calculations and exploit their
results.With REACH, for example, it automatically generates
lists of similarly structured molecules that serve as a basis
on which to start calculations. ❚❚

much confidencewe could have in thesemethods to calculate
the characteristics of our products,” explains David André,
process and product safety laboratory manager at Arkema.
The project focused on two families of substances: organic
peroxides, used in many polymer synthesis processes, and
amines, used to synthesize various fine chemicals and phar-
maceuticals. To evaluate the stability of organic peroxides,
two models were developed and tested to establish a
quantitative relationship between molecular structure and
two characteristic thermal properties:heat and decomposi-
tion temperature. In 2015, these two QSPR (Quantitative
Structure-Property Relationship) models are expected to be
integrated into a toolbox (set of software made available to
manufacturers) created by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation andDevelopment (OCDE). “INERIS has already
developed a model to predict the explosive properties of
nitro compounds (TNT-type),” points out Patricia Rotureau,
manager of this project at INERIS. This is just the beginning
since developing QSPR predictive models is a long process
(the Predimol project lasted four years).

still complicated to use
Developing QSPR models to calculate physico-chemical
properties, and QSAR (Quantitative Structure-Activity
Relationship) models to predict biological effects, often
starts with experiments and measurements. This step is
essential to create a database containing enough products
with known chemical structures and properties. Equations
for predicting the characteristics of other substances in the
same family on the basis of their chemical structure can
then be deduced from this database.
To construct the peroxides’ model, INERIS and Arkema
first completed a database covering around forty products in
this family. “Two thirds of the products listed were used to
construct themodel. The rest of themenabled us to validate it
by checking that the predictionswere correct,” says Rotureau.
Arkema points out that these results are only the first step.
“We’re starting to use thesemodels during research to predict
the properties of products we’re developing. But more effort
is needed for these approaches to be recognized and accepted
by the authorities before they can be used in regulatory fra-
meworks. INERIS is committed to this process,” says André.
QSPRmodels have a fairly limited scope – type of molecules
and properties sought – and proving their validity within the
framework of regulatory dossiersmaybe rather tricky. Previous
QSARmodels used to predict effects on biological organisms
suggest that we should be cautious.

alternative
methods

include in vitro
tests on

laboratory-
reconstituted

tissues.

● In R&D, to identify
dangerousmolecules
upstream of processes.

● On existing
manufacturing
processes, to replace
dangerousmolecules
with safer ones.
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“Whenwe characterize composites,we don’t

obtain a curve, aswithmetals, but rather

a scatter of points.Weneed tomove froma

deterministic to a probabilistic approach.”

Patricia Millot, composites specialist atDassault Systèmes

While we know how to simulate practically
anything on current vehicles, all this will change
when they include composite materials. Research
is under way to establish the laws governing
how composites behave.
by Jean-François Prevéraud

design

COMPOSITES,
BACKTO
SQUAREONE

anaglyph has created a tool for designing structural components
made of compositematerials.

stamping, metalworking, welding, etc.), parts’ performance
(resistance, fatigue, vibration, etc.), or crashes of sub-units
or entire cars, we thoroughly understand simulation in the
metals sector. This technique enables us to come within a
few percent accuracy of real physical behavior,” says Jean-
Christophe Allain, business development manager for land
transport at ESI Group, a French software vendor. By contrast,

Archimedes said:“Giveme a lever and a place to stand
and I will move the world.” Simulation experts pro-
claim:“Give us the right behavioral models and test

values and we will simulate every composite in the world.”
That is quite the claim. Although calculation codes and
solvers used for metals are relevant for composites, we still
have a limited understanding of laws governing how compo-
site materials behave. The same problem exists for physical
test values, which enable models to be adjusted to give a
better depiction of reality. In this field, almost everything
still remains to be modeled.
For the time being, we only completely understand metal
manufacturing. We now know precisely what metals are
made of and hence their physical constants, which have
been established by numerous tests.Metals are also isotropic
materials: they react the same way to stresses exerted in all
observation directions. By contrast, composite materials are
much ‘younger’ and change constantly.

a probabilistic approach
Whether short-fiber reinforced resins or sheets of long-
fiber material embedded in resin, composite materials have
anisotropic behavior that depends, among other things,
on the nature, thickness, and direction of their various
layers. In addition, depending on the geometry of the part
in question, there may be local variations in the relative
direction of sheets in a mold, which creates an area that
behaves differently.
Formulating equations to describe how metals behave
is clearly easy. Things are very different for composite
materials, which need to be worked on simultaneously at
the macro- and microscopic scale. “Whether we think in
terms of a big manufacturing process for car parts (casting,

SIMUlATION



Virtual test crashes are
essential for automobile
manufacturers’ safety checks.
This is because they very
accurately depict how vehicles
behave in many crash
situations. But will what is
feasible on current vehicles
remain so when they include
significant amounts of
composites? Nothing could
be less certain. Crashes cause
high deformation speeds and
significant displacements,
with wreckage resulting

from complex processes.
“Although we now have good
understanding of these
processes for metals, much
research is still needed on
composites. This is because
their layers delaminate at the
same time as their fibers and
resin break,” observes
Langlois of MSC Software.
“But nothing is
insurmountable. We’re simply
where we were with metals
15 years ago,” says Allain,
of ESI Group. ❚❚

Progress needed on
virtual test crashes

Software France. But the reproducibility of manufacturing
processes for composites and everything involved inmaking
them causes major dispersions.” And this behavior cannot
always be reproduced. As a result, our understanding of
fatigue and durability in composite materials under stress
or exposed to sunshine and humidity is poor. “Since compo-
sites are not uniform, we obviously can’t use the behavioral
models we use for metal fatigue,” explains Pierre Thieffry,
product manager at Ansys.

Modeling composites’ aging
Furthermore, the promising integration of natural fibers
(hemp, linen, etc.) into resins is raising the issue of cha-
racterizing biomaterials, which are very diverse. For this
reason, much testing and research is being carried out
at manufacturers, materials suppliers, and simulation
software vendors, with support from university laboratories.
This expensive, lengthy research does not sit well with
the scheduled release by 2020 of vehicles made largely of
composites. “Manufacturers will have to draw up a limited
standard range of materials and applications to limit the
scope of their research. Due to their shorter manufacturing
cycle, thermoplastics now seem to have the leading edge,”
assesses Allain.
Another important point for simulating components made
of composite materials istheir assembly.Whether for gluing
or riveting, much modeling and characterization work still
remains to be done, especially on aging and fatigue resis-
tance. Gradually replacing metal parts with composites will
require much greater use of simulation during development
and optimization of the parts involved.
Fortunately, supercomputers’ processing capacity is in-
creasing at the same pace as the size ofmodels. Nevertheless,
the not inconsiderable additional cost will be a big factor in
the overall economic equation for making vehicles lighter. ❚❚D

.R
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themany inherent dispersions in compositematerials make
this a much tougher issue where they are concerned. “We
can’t just settle for a few iterations.We need to develop new
calculation methods, real experimental designs, which will
give an envelope of results with a percentage occurrence of
incidents,” continues Allain.
Patricia Millot, a composites simulation specialist at Das-
sault Systèmes, confirms this analysis:“When we characte-
rize composite materials, we don’t obtain a curve, as with
metals, but rather a scatter of points. We therefore need
to move from a deterministic to a probabilistic approach in
any envelope of results used for calculations.”
And what is true for simulating parts is also true for simu-
lating their manufacturing processes. “As with metals, we
can precisely adjust settings for the manufacturing process,
amperage, and pressure of a welding gun, for example, to
achieve the optimum levels determined by simulation,”
observes Antoine Langlois, senior technicalmanager atMSC

SIMUlATION
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Industry
On site presence of the HPC industry - large
corporations and SMEs - and provision of
modeling and simulation services for all
sizes of businesses, using very powerful
computing infrastructures.

Labs
Teratec site gathers industrial labs spanning
the whole HPC chain from components and
systems to software and applications.

www.teratec.eu

www.hpc.cea.fr
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420 Tflop/s of secured parallel computing
power, made available to large industrial
companies, sharing competencies, costs
and innovations through sustainable
partnerships with CEA.
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Computing Center
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The world of computer-aided manufacturing is changing
with software enriched by new functions.
by Frédéric Parisot

Production

Simulating
machiningand
muchmore…

computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software has
extended its traditional scope. Since this software
emerged in the 1980s, its features had hardly chan-

ged. But the advent of simulation software has speeded
everything up. So much so that nowadays the dividing
line between CAM and machining simulation is becoming
blurred. Both approaches involve simulating the removal
of material from rough parts to obtain finished parts. CAM
involves drawing up machining strategies (tool paths,
number of passes, feed rate, etc.), whereas machining
simulation provides virtual representations of programs
run on machines. CAM software works on the CAO files
of the workpiece, without taking account of machine-tool
geometry, whereasmachining simulators run ISO numerical
control programs integrated into machines, where they
decompose and distribute eachmovement over a machine’s
various axes. But these two features are increasingly found
together in the same software suite. The partnership agreed
between two French software vendors in early 2014 is evi-
dence of this. From now on, TopSolid, Missler Software’s

the increasingly fine dividing line between simulation and caM software is givingmanufacturers complete software chains.

Simulation
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(2,200 employees, 300 million Euros turnover) are reflec-
ting on a specific model to simulate additive manufacturing
processes. “In this field, we’ve already got design facilitation
features, such as topology optimization tools that design
parts according to the stresses they must withstand. In the
future, we’ll be able to simulate what happens to materials
during manufacturing processes,” says François Weiler,
Altair’s Southern Europe marketing manager. ❚❚

CAD-CAM software, can be supplied with NCSimul, Spring
Technologies’ machining simulationmodule, [see page 38].
This agreement meansmanufacturers now have a complete
software chain, from design to simulation. But simulation is
not the only thing CAM has its eye on. Recent innovations
include software that can communicate with robots, offer
real-time monitoring of manufacturing processes, and
integrate 3D printing.

traininG robots
Machine tools have become increasingly complex in recent
years. Simple 2- or 3-axis lathes and milling machines are
no longer the norm. They have been replaced by hybrid ma-
chining centers - integrating turning and milling - with up
to 5 axes. CAM software’s post-processors, i.e. algorithms
decomposing paths into orders that can be understood by
a machine’s various motors, are increasingly important
since they determine the quality of CAM solutions. Software
vendors need to provide post-processors for every type of
machine, most recently for robots. “Some manufacturers
directly machine their parts in robot grippers, meaning that
CAM software must be able to generate both robotic and
ISO codes,” says Christian Arber, CEO of Missler Software
(210 employees, 27.5 million Euros turnover).
In addition to its increasing complexity, CAM and simu-
lation software is becoming more realistic and no longer
settles for displaying transparent cylinders to illustrate tools.
“We now represent parts’ entire environment, especially
tool clamping systems and spindles,” says Romain Pitette,
Siemens PLM Software’s Solid Edge product manager.

oPtiMiZinGMacHinists’ action
CAM is now used in workshops. Although for a long
time this software was only used by design and planning
engineers, it has recently been targeting machinists. Sie-
mens PLM Software, Spring Technologies and Autodesk
all launched collision detection features last year. These
prevent any risk of impact between parts and machines
when operators are adjusting settings or running programs
for the first time. The software guides operators when they
movemachines manually by showing them how to proceed
safely. Spring Technologies has gone even further by offering
tablet-based, real-time production monitoring. “Operators
always know what’s happening on their machines. They
can monitor several machines at once and anticipate tool
changes, which saves a lot of time,” says Olivier Bellaton,
CEO of Spring Technologies (100 employees, 10 million
Euros turnover).

inteGratinG 3d PrintinG
DMG Mori’s new hybrid machine tool -a 3D printer and
5-axis machining center - has not gone unnoticed. “Our
software must be able to generate programs for these new
machines. Clients purchasing this state-of-the-art equip-
ment need a software chain to go with it,” says Arber. CAM,
which by definition was only used for removing material,
i.e. subtractive manufacturing, is now very interested in
additive manufacturing. Spring Technologies and Altair

Cam and machining simulation
have always been resource-
intensive. to avoid calculations
lasting several days, path
optimization algorithms and
other renderers must be
installed on powerful servers.
this is what drove the
american software vendor
autodesk to take its
manufacturing software offer
to the cloud, i.e. become web-
based. since calculations are
done in remote data centers,
users can work on any pC.

above all, the cloud provides a
collaborative dimension. “if
engineers run into problems on
a part they can easily turn to
more experienced colleagues,
even those on other sites. all
they have to do is open a shared
work session,” explains
anthony Graves,
autodesk’s Fusion 360 Cam
product manager. these
collaborative work sessions can
also be shared with design
engineers, enabling them to
offer real-time input on parts. ❚❚

collaborative
manufacturing in the cloud
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caM360, autodesk’s caM solution, is available on the cloud.

Simulation
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bullion server:
designed for BigData
Using the technology developed for the most powerful supercomputers in the world,
bullion is the new figurehead server for Bull, the Atos group technology brand.
Designed for Big Data and massive ‘in memory’ processing, and equipped with between
2 and 16 Intel® Xeon® E7 processors and up to 24 TB of memory, bullion allows a business’s data
to be transformed into value-generating information in real-time.
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